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how does change
happen?

Our families are hurting. How are we going to win
funding for a robust crisis response system in Indiana? It
will be a big fight, but change can happen when enough
ordinary Hoosiers take action together -- Black, white,
rural, urban: when we tell our stories, speak to legislators
and make our voice heard. We need to get 51 state reps,
26 senators, and the Governor to support funding for
crisis response.
Here’s our plan: From June and into the fall, we will talk
to as many state legislators and influencers as possible.
From September to November we will work with allies to
draft legislation for funding for a robust crisis response
system. This fall we will share our stories in newspapers
and church sanctuaries and we will vote. Next February
we will rally in large numbers at the state house and
continue to engage individual legislators.
A first step is to meet with your state legislator in what
we call a “research action.” Sign up here and use this
resource to plan a powerful and successful meeting.
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funding for crisis response
The Hurt and Suffering
Mental health and substance use problems in Indiana are exacting an unbearable human toll
and undermining the economic and social well-being of Hoosiers.
Up to 80% of the Indiana jail populations have mental illness and/or substance use. Too
often jail is the de-facto detox center for our community and the first place people get
mental health treatment.
People with untreated mental illness are 16 times more likely to be killed during a police
encounter than other civilians approached or stopped by law enforcement.
Suicide is the second leading cause of death for ages 25-34 in Indiana.

The Opportunity
Our county chapters have been fighting for mobile crisis teams and crisis response centers
in our local communities. Now it’s time for support from the state of Indiana.
An integrated system of care -- call hubs, mobile crisis teams, and crisis centers—can save
lives, save money, and give our families the help they need. This model has been adopted by
the Indiana Division of Mental Health and Addiction (DMHA).
House Bill 1468 adopted by the Indiana legislature in 2021 sets up a framework for crisis
response and the National Suicide Hotline Designation Act of 2020 makes it possible for
states to fund crisis response like they fund 9-1-1, with a phone surcharge (3 cents a day or $1
a month will generate $90 million annually for crisis response).

What Our Families Need from Indiana Lawmakers
To co-sponsor legislation in the 2023 session for a dedicated funding stream for robust crisis
response (call hubs, mobile teams, crisis response centers)
To be champions among their colleagues.
To partner with us, sharing information and ideas throughout the process, to help this effort
have success.
To join 800 Hoosiers at a rally mid-February 2023 in Indianapolis and share their
commitment to funding for crisis response.

Further Details on the Process
The Indiana Behavioral Health Commission, was established by the General Assembly, and
mandated to have a report to the Governor by Oct 1, which will include recommendations for
implementing and funding a robust crisis response system.
In her 2022 State of the Judiciary Address, Chief Justice Rush addressed the intersection of
mental health and criminal justice, and announced plans for an October 21, 2022 summit to
explore implementation and funding for 9-8-8 and crisis response.
Legislation will need to be drafted and submitted by mid-November.
Legislative session runs from early January through April 29, 2023.
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WHAT IS A RESEARCH ACTION?
BUILDING POWERFUL PUBLIC RELATIONSHIPS

Research actions typically involve 8-20
faith leaders (or more) meeting with
public officials, policy experts, and
influencers to:
Build a public relationship
Learn about the Power Arena and Test
Policy Proposals (who makes decisions,
what opportunities are there for change:
money/timing, allies/opponents)
Grow our skills and experience as actors
in the public arena
What’s required of a leader in research?
Curiosity
Listening
Taking notes
Asking probing/open-ended questions
Discipline
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KEY PRINCIPLE: GO IN
SMART, COME OUT SMARTER
How do research actions fit into the
campaign?
Research actions -- learn the lay of the
land for the fight at hand
Negotiation around legislation (filed midNovember)
Public Awareness for funding for crisis
response
Legislative session (January - April 2023)

TEMPLATE FOR A RESEARCH ACTION
CHAIR:
TIME

NOTE TAKER:
ITEM

PERSON

I. WELCOME, PURPOSE & INTRODUCTIONS
APPROX. 6 MINUTES

II. FAITH IN INDIANA CREDENTIAL
APPROX. 3 MINUTES

III. OPENING QUESTION-UNDERSTAND GUEST
(APPROX. 6 MINUTES
Ex. Why did you decide to seek this position? What are your
priorities? The values that guide you?)

IV. TESTIMONY
APPROX. 3 MINUTES
(Someone with a personal or family story about mental
health/ substance use and the need for a robust crisis
response system.)

V. CRISIS NOW VIDEO
APPROX. 4 MINUTES

VI. QUESTIONS AND CONVERSATION
APPROX. 30 MINUTES
What are your experiences and thoughts about mental
health and substance use crises?
What do you think about the Crisis Now model (place to
call, someone to come, a place to go)?
How can the state support funding for a robust crisis
response system? What mechanisms could help
maintain a consistent dedicated funding stream?
What are your thoughts about funding crisis response
like we fund 911, with a surcharge on phones?
What colleagues can you help bring along? Who will be
opposed? How can we work together to move this
agenda forward?

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
APPROX. 6 MINUTES
Readiness to be a champion and to sponsor a bill? What
would they need?
Readiness to consult with us on the process?
Willing to attend public assembly in mid-February?
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SUGGESTIONS FOR
YOUR CREDENTIAL

POWER RESPECTS POWER

How do you convey in three or four short minutes that Faith in
Indiana is a powerful organization that this legislator or public
official needs to take seriously? Things to consider are: the
strength and breadth of our membership, what we have
accomplished, our voter programs, our statewide presence, part of
a national network. Introduce yourself with a sentence about why
you or your congregation are involved.
Here’s an example for a credential for the St. Joseph County
chapter of Faith in Indiana.

FAITH IN INDIANA
Is a vehicle for ordinary people in congregations and
community organizations to partner with public officials and
have a voice in what our community and our state looks like.
Our county chapter consists of 25 congregations and
community organizations
We are Catholic, Jewish and Black Baptist [more effective to go
with a representative group of three than a comprehensive list]
We are known for large public assemblies (in April 250 people
gathered at Berean Seventh Day Adventist church to engage
public officials on the need for “help, not handcuffs” for our
family members in crisis), but the foundation of our work is
hundreds of conversations, one-on-one, in house meetings and
in our congregations.
We get things done! In St. Joe County, last year we won $2.7
million from the County for a crisis response center, and $5.8
million from the City of South Bend for “County Partnerships for
Homelessness and Mental Health.” We also helped secure
funding for another year for the Motels4Now program, a lowbarrier intake shelter which is ending chronic homelessness in
our county.
We are part of a statewide network with work in six counties.
In addition to working on issues that make a difference in
people’s lives we encourage our people to vote. Together with
partners across the state we reached out to 73,000 voters in
2020 through deep conversations, phone calls and texts. Our
partner organization, Act Indiana, is planning candidate forums
and voter engagement this election cycle.
Thank you for meeting with us today. In partnership with
elected officials like you, we believe we can make this a county
and a state where every family can thrive and flourish, no
matter what their income, their race, or how they pray.
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TEAM PLANNING GUIDE
As you are planning your research action it's very important that you submit information about the
planned meeting to the Faith in Indiana team so that we can provide you any support needed. The
form can be accessed here. Below is some of the information you'll need to think through.

AGENDA TEAM ROLES
TEAM MEMBER NAME(S)

CHAIR
OPENS AND FACILITATES THE MEETING

CREDENTIAL
LEADS FAITH IN INDIANA'S POWER CREDENTIAL DURING THE MEETING

OPENING QUESTION
LEADS OPENING STATEMENT THAT HELPS US UNDERSTAND THE GUEST

ISSUE LEADS
GUIDES THE CONVERSATIONS ON CRISIS RESPONSE AND FUNDING

SUPPORT ROLES
TEAM MEMBER NAME(S)

TURNOUT CAPTAIN
CHECKS IN WITH EACH TEAM MEMBER ON WHO IS CONFIRMED FOR THE
RESEARCH ACTION MEETING.

REPORT LEAD
TAKES NOTES DURING THE MEETING WITH LEGISLATOR AND SENDS
INFORMATION TO ORGANIZER.

SCHEDULER (CAN BE MEETING CHAIR)
RESPONSIBLE FOR SETTING THE MEETING WITH THE LEGISLATOR AND
CONFIRMING WITH ORGANIZER.

ASSEMBLING YOUR TEAM (IMPORTANT DATES)
DATE(S)

TEAM MEETING
INVITATION
REMINDER CALLS

YOUR IDEAL TEAM
BRAINSTORM: WHO ARE THE PEOPLE YOU WANT TO INVITE TO SPEAK WITH
LEGISLATORS?
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INVITING ELECTED
OFFICIALS TO MEET
BELOW IS AN OUTLINE FOR AN E-MAIL
YOU CAN USE AS A TEMPLATE WHEN
REACHING OUT TO YOUR STATE
LEGISLATOR.
[DATE]
DEAR [REP OR SENATOR’S NAME]:
Thank you for serving the people of Indiana. I am writing to you
on behalf of Faith in Indiana to schedule a meeting with you
and a team of Faith in Indiana leaders. We want to talk with you
about how we can work together to support our families who
are struggling with mental health or substance use crisis.
Mental health and substance use problems in Indiana are
exacting an unbearable toll on our families and undermining
the economic and social well-being of Hoosiers. Many of our
families struggle to get the help we need. In many of our
counties, the jail is the defacto detox center and the place
people first receive mental health services. We can and must do
better!
Faith in Indiana is a vehicle for faith communities and people of
good will to act together for change in our communities. With
congregational teams in Marion, St. Joseph, Allen, Lake, and
Hamilton counties, we work with tens of thousands of people
across race, faith, and geography. In the past year we have won
tens of millions of dollars in local funding for mobile crisis
teams and crisis response centers and helped build voter power
among our members.
We know that you share our commitment to making Indiana a
safe and healthy community to work, live, and raise a family. To
aid in scheduling, we are providing the following meeting times
as options; [PROVIDE POSSIBLE DATES]. Please contact me at
[EMAIL] or [PHONE] to confirm a date that best works for you or
offer an alternate. We would appreciate finalizing a date no
later than [DATE] so that we can make the necessary
arrangements. We appreciate your continued leadership and
look forward to working in partnership with you.
Yours sincerely,
[NAME]
[EMAIL AND PHONE]
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to submi t your post- research
acti on report, vi si t
www. fai thi ni ndi ana. org/2022reportback
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